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ROPA euro-Tiger

produced 130 / 180 machines/year



diesel: Mercedes-Benz OM502, V8, capacity 16 Liter
450 kW / ca. 600 hp, main working speed 1250 rpm

hydraulic: 12 hydraulic pumps with 10 hydraulic circuits  
with controllable axial piston pumps from Rexroth

axles: 3 driven, steerable axles from Omsi
2-speed gearbox for field/street 

drive: 1 pump A4VG 250, approx. 550 l/min, i=1,42 overdrive
1 motor variable   A6VM 200, 1 motor constant  A2 FM 125
gearing total Motor to wheel 

1st gear à i = 92,1, force approx. 19 t, 0- 13,5 km/h
2nd gear à 0-27 km/h

Weight: empty approx. 31 t,  beet capacity 40m³, 23 to 28 t beets

total weight up to 60 t

Technical data euro-Tiger V8-3:



“What are the benefits of electrification in a beat harvester?”
ROPA:

Market leader beat harvester

Technology leader

Objectives of electrification:

Save fuel and emissions

Better control of motors/ drivetrain

Positive balance of investment and savings (ROI)

Proving with example: beat harvester “euro-Tiger EMO”



Operating the electrical machine:
Experimental model completed at end of harvest season 2011

Only opportunity of harvesting 1 field before season ended

First positive impressions

Functional demonstration of electrical drivetrain was established

Spring 2012 tested by TU Dresden in tests of tractive force

Positive results

Plan in harvest season 2012:

testing with contract company

collecting comparison data



Season 2012 harvested about 100 hectare:



On ROPA demonstration seen from thousands of
people, but almost no one noticed the electrical 
drives



Less noise emission than 

hydraulic machines

Complete different unusual 

sound-level

Max. torque beginning at 0 rpm

In behavior faster, more direct  

and aggressive than hydraulic 

machines

First practical experiences and impressions:



First practical experiences and impressions:

All information about drivetrain 

always available

In comparison with electrical 

motors diesel engine is a 

limitation factor in case of 

dynamic changes in power 

requirements

Higher demands on vehicle-

specific control software 

compared to hydraulic drives 



First practical experiences and impressions:

High level of know-how and 

professional assistance on the 

part of STW

Customer reactions without 

any reservation on high voltage

Advantage of combined 

electric cables and cooling 

structure in closed system      

à no one notices electricity



First practical experiences and impressions:

Application of break-

chopper necessary

System protection

Switched on only at rare 

intervals

Switched on only for very 

short time

In comparison pressure 

limitation valve in 

hydraulic system is very 

small, light and 

inexpensive



First practical experiences and impressions:

Accidentally during tests 

one ball valves was turned 

off

Circuit of generator 

cooling was interrupted

For system protection 

generator went to 

“derating status”

à Intelligent automatic 

checking system



Challenge in harvest season 2012:

One electrical machine had 

problem in housing

Sinkhole in aluminium broke

Housing was flooded with 

insulation oil

Also gearbox was flooded

Increased gearbox 

temperature

2 weeks for reparation



Fuel savings given but in harvest season 2012 no data available

Several advantages besides reduction of fuel and emissions

Some smaller challenges managed during last harvest season

With current cost for electrical drives and fuel not economical 

advantageous

Currently no mass production electrical drives for mobile machinery in 

scope 300 kW available

Summary:



Electrical drives more effective with new machine concepts

Problem of selling electrical second hand machines

Harvester with electrical drives will also gain experience in harvest 

season 2013

At this time no further electrification projects planned but sure in future 

there will be also electrical drives in agricultural machinery available

Outlook:



Many thanks
for your attention!


